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Highlight of the Yean

GOVERNMENT GRANT FOR NEW
ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUMENT

LlGHLIGHT of the year was the announcement by the Australian Government in its 1974-75
Budget that it had "approved in principle a grant 10 the University of Sydney to construct a large
Stellar Interferometer", as a successor to the existing Stellar Intensity Interferometer at the
Narrabri Observatory of the School of Physics. The Government included in its Budget an initial
grant of S75 000 for a detailed design study of the new instrument and, as a consequence, this design
study has already been started by Professor R. Hanbury-Brown and his team of scientists in the
Chatterton Astronomy Department.

The School of Physics' proposal for a new instrument was based on the experience gained over a
decade with the original Narrabri Stellar Interferometer which was built with the" help of the
Foundation. This experience has shown beyond any doubt the potential of a more sensitive such
instrument for making fundamental measurements of the basic properties of stars such as their size
and temperature.

The new instrument will be 80 times more powerful (sensitive) than the Narrabri interferometer
which has now successfully completed all the research programmes for which it was designed. It will
open up a whole new range of astronomical research. Instead of being limited to 32 bright hot stars
as the Narrabri interferometer was, astronomers will be able to choose from some 15 000 to 20 000
stars of all types allowing studies to be made of their properties as functions of their size, temperature,
age, chemical composition, rotational speed, etc.

It will be possible to study the variation in size of Cepheid variable stars as they pulsate. This is
a fascinating possibility since Cepheids, because of the relationship that exists between their intrinsic
brightness and their period of pulsation, are used as "standard candles" to determine the distances
to nearby galaxies and hence to calibrate the astronomical distance scale. Measurements with the
new interferometer will allow an independent calibration of this important scale as well as providing
information concerning the mechanism of pulsation of these stars.

The new instrument will also enable detailed studies to be made of binary systems, to yield stellar
masses, radii, distances and luminosities, of rotating stars, emission-line stars, interstellar absorption
and many other programmes. Many of these studies cannot be made in any other way.

The design of the new interferometer (see photograph of model on cover) is based on the same
principle as the interferometer at Narrabri Observatory but it differs greatly in layout. Instead of
two paraboloidal reflectors on a circular railway track, the new instrument will have four mobile flat
mirrors which will reflect the light from a star into four fixed paraboloidal mosaic mirrors inside
a large central building. The paraboloidal mirrors will focus the starlight onto photoelectric
detectors and the electric&l fluctuations in their outputs will be carried by cables to a laboratory
where the similarity between them, or correlation, will be measured electronically. Both the flat
and paraboloidal mirrors will have diameters of 13 metres and the flat mirrors, which will be mounted
on trucks, will run on straight railway tracks which will ultimately stretch 1+ km in each direction
from the central building. The angular size of a star will be found by measuring the correlation with
different separations between the flat mirrors.
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THE CHANCELLORS SCIENCE SCHOOL TRIP

A further highliehi of the year, almost ;is usual, was the l*>74 International Science School for
Midi School Students, which was entire!} devoted to the subject of solar energy, {-"or the third year
running the Chancellor of the University, Sir Hermann Black and Lady Black accepted the
foundation's imitation u> represent if and the University at the scholarship award ceremonies in
fokvo. Washington, and London. Upon his return, the Chancellor presented a report to the
Foundation in his inimitable style. With his consent the Council decided to reprint the report here
for the benefit of members. Sir Hermann said:

On behalf of The Science Foundation for Physics 1 attended the three Ceremonies of Presentation
held abroad in I W . Accompanied hy Lady Black, I went first to Washington D.C, and then to
London and Tok\o in that order. At the outset 1 should like to thank the Science Foundation for
according me this opponunu\ to travel overseas on this mission, and in company with my wife;
and for the arrangements made throughout the journeving involved for our comfort. We are both
most appreciative.

Further. 1 should like to acknowledge the pleasure of the company, and the practical help given
bv Professor Stuart Butler, who, being abroad in connection with various scientific matters in both
the United States and the United Kingdom, arranged to be present at the Ceremonies in both those
countries. This afforded the American and British Scholars an opportunity to discuss the forthcoming
Internationa! Science School with one who was intimately involved in its running.

The first Ceremony was held in the offices of the National Science Foundation in Washington D.C..
which is headed by Dr Stever. ! had, in previous years, attempted by letter'to enlist ihe interest of
the President of the United Slates in the presentation of Medals and Certificates in the White House:
but in view of the unfolding events surrounding the then President 1 did not attempt this in 1974;
though now, with President Ford in office, F believe it is again worth while attempting to have the
Presentation made by the President himself and in the White House, which the Scholars now regularly
visit in any case.

Present on this occasion was an old friend. Dr Stalnaker. who I was able to thank for his efforts
in making a selection of ten fine students. Absent, alas, on this occasion, was another old friend,
Dr Kelson, twice an Escort, and a friend at court if ever there was one. Present was Alfred Young.
Special Assistant to the Assistant Director for Education, a former Escort, and to whom a considerable
debt is owed by the Foundation for his devoted interest in the whole International Science School
project: and a persona! debt also by Lady Black and myself for continuous hospitaiity by him and his
wife Lois. Present also, as indicated, was Professor Butler, and two Australians from the Australian
Embassy. Dr George Bovven, Counsellor (Scientific), and Dr J. H. Whittem. Scientific Attache. Also
present were Dr O'Brien (standine-in for Dr Paee. who was indisposed) and the 1974 Escorts, Dr and
Mrs Ward.

Armed with a map of Sydney and its environs to give the Scholars an idea of the layout of our
metropolis, and the whereabouts of their homes in Sydney, we met the students early in the morning
and had an initial opportunity to get acquainted and to give them a run-down on Australian affairs.
They had, I fear, been primed on the recent conferring upon me of a Knighthood, and insisted on an
explanation, which [ attempted; but I noted that thereafter I was greeted with anything from
'"Sir Mr Chancellor", to "Dr Black, Sir", and other choice combinations.

Asked to speak by Dr Stever, I expressed thanks to the National Science Foundation, and to the
President for facilitating the programme, and to Dr Stalnaker for his care in selection; and noted with
pleasure the presence of representatives from the Australian Embassy. I paid tribute to past Escorts
like Dr Kelson and Al. Young, and drew attention to Professor Butler's presence. I congratulated
the ten scholars, and their parents also. f mentioned the importance of the subject of "Solar Energy"
which they would study, and then gave them a condensed summary of information about the University
of Sydney and the Foundation. I pointed out changes, such as the disappearance of tuition fees
from the Australian University scene, and concluded with an expression of personal pleasure at
meeting old friends, assuring all that the ten Scholars, comprising eight boys and two girls, would
receive the warmest of welcomes.

The American contingent appeared to me to be an easy-to-meet. quiet, and serious-minded group
who will travel well with the Escorts. They received their Medals from Dr Stever, their Certificates
from me; whereupon Dr Stever spoke of international scientific co-operation, and the search for



Tin 1974 Scholarship Award Presentation Ceremony in the V/ashington
offices of the U.S. National Science Foundation. Seated (I. to r.) Dr E. G.
Bowen, Counsellor (Science) at the Australian Embassy in Washington;
the Director of (he National Science Foundation, Dr Guyfard Slever;
Lady Black and her husband. Chancellor of the University of Sydney,
Sir Hermann Black; Dr J. H. Whittem, Scientific Attache at the
Australian Embassy in Washington. Standing behind them are: (L to r.):
U.S. Science Scholars. H. E. Mills, L. K. Orr. R. Gupta. J. Costley,
K. L. Soo Hoo, R. H. Nakatsuka, T. C. Seoh, U.S. escort, Dr M. Ward,
scholar R. Frothingham, escort Mrs M. Ward. Scholar J. Z. Wetmore,
Professor S. T. Butler, School of Physics, University of Sydney, and
scholar R. D. Mathieu.

agreements thereon, and how countries with similar problems make scientific co-operation both
possible and sensible. He hoped "science" would not be blamed for various problems, as some
choose to do, and looked forward to the day when the Scholars would be leaders possibly in areas of
research aided by and important to the National Science Foundation. He personally was off shortly
to Dacca in connection with the Sahelian drought. There followed coke and conviviality.

The following day the students accompanied us to the White House for a tour. And immediately
there occurred a small incident indicating the kind of considerate student involved. Lady Black
had indicatedon the previous day that she hoped to purchase a paperback copy of Solzhenitsyn's
"The Gulag Archipelago"; a copy thereof was handed to her by one of the Scholars the very next
morning as a gift, unsolicited, and inscribed with an affectionate greeting and thanks. The Scholars
later toured Washington, and then in the afternoon, met us again at the fine building which comprises
the Australian Chancery. There they saw a couple of films, one (very good) of the Dung Beatle. and
the other a sort of kaleidescope of Australia, and needing some up-dating. As well there was an excel-
lent exhibition of photographs of Papua-New Guinea; and thereafter a sturdy Australian afternoon
tea was served. At night it was "Godspell" at the National Theatre. Six of the 1973 Scholars came
to Washington to greet and advise the new crop. Unfortunately they did not arrange to meet us and
I hope that subsequent groups never let that happen again . . . we want to renew contacts for sure.
We learned that two of the 1972 batch plan to marry, and that already it has been wedding bells for
one of the 1973 girls.



The 1974 presentation of scholarship awards to the U.K. scholars took
place tn the rooms of the British Royal Institution ami was made by
His Royal Highness the Duke of Kent, on behalf of the Science Found-
ation. Pirture shows the fi\e L'.K. scholars with the Duke (/. to r.):
A. Cray. M. Stone H.R.H.. J. Gilham. C. Cooper ami C. hwcficnt.

I can report universal approval, and even amazement, at the whole idea of the Science Foundation
and of the International Science School for High School Students in particular.

Thence to London: and the familiar routine of calling upon the five most attractive (two boys
and three girls again) students at the Royal Institution. With the map and much talk, we gave them
a first taste of things Australian. They were excited at the prospect of attending Her Majesty
The Queen's Garden Party, and we planned and met as usual at the Bow Room in Buckingham Palace,
there to be escorted by an equerry to a point of vantage in the lines of guests to be traversed by
Her Majesty and H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh. Very soon an old friend in the Palace entourage
has us all, with this year's Escort, Miss Judith Wright as well, beautifully positioned, and with a fine
day (and nine thousand other guests) the Scholars had their first exchanges with the Duke of Edinburgh,
who asked ihem about their experience, if any, of foreign travel, made a nice comment on "strine",
and then talked about the subject to be studied, asked about the Director of the Foundation, and after
a personal chat to each one of the Scholars, left them free to sample afternoon tea. and to accompany
us on a tour of the gardens of the Palace, seeing the lake and the flamingos under (thankfully again)
a blue sky. And they looked at the myriad styles which this occasion seems to induce, and the female
hats thereof, and the variety of clothes from formal wear to the ubiquitous lounge suit. And then a
scamper across Green Park to the Royal Institution and the next item on the menu . . . the presentation
of Medals and Certificates by H.R.H. The Duke of Kent. The students had already toured this
famous building, and seen the beautiful renovations wherein are shown the evidence of earlier scientific
endeavour, primitive maybe in equipment, but as rigorous in scientific temper and in techniques of
inquiry as anything current.



In Tokyo the 1974 presentation took place at the Prime Minister's official
resilience ami was performed by the then Prime Minister of Japan
Mr Tanuka Kukuei. Picture shows the Japanese scholars in a group
with their Prime Minister, Sif Hermann and Lady Black, and officers of
the Japanese Ministry of Education. (L. to r.) scholar ) ' . ,\agae; Mr S.
Okinlii; .scholar }' Hirai; Mr H. Kida; scholar M. Tanuka; Prime
Minister Tantika; Mr S. Miyamoto; Sir Hermann and Lady Black;
Mr M. Ytinuioka; scholar T. Maruyama; Mr M. Seki; scholar A".
Yamada: Miss J. Watanahe; and Japanese, es-cort. Dr N. Ito.

Old friends forgathered. There was Sir Hermann Bondi, (yielding as the crack of the evening
the comment: "Where will you find another party with two Sir Hermanns present?"). As usual
Sir George Porter played host, with Lady Porter; and present also were Lord Kings Norton, and
Professor King. Escorts of previous years were there. Miss Ward. Jo Artingstall, and Dr Briske,
and the five Scholars of 1973. Most pleasing it was to meet the parents of the chosen group, and the
teachers of them, all a Utt!"1 anxious and also prideful about these young soon-to-be world-wanderers.
We tried to assure the parents that their young one would be looked after as one of our own. The
champagne flowed, the viands tempted everywhere.

Promptly on arrival Sir George welcomed His Royal Highness, and expressed pleasure at the
honour conferred on me by Her Majesty The Queen. Invited to speak, I thanked His Royal Highness
for accepting to present the Medals and Certificates: thanked Sir George and the Welcome Foundation
for their part in choosing five excellent Scholars; I congratulated them, and greeted again the 1973
"five", and congratulated the genie banks from which the children came, namely, the parents. I
expressed particular pleasure that the teachers were here, they having to enjoy vicariously the pleasure
their pupils would have, and saying such was the immortality of teachers... it was the lives lived by
others. I spoke of changes in the Foundation, the new "Messel vessel" and our involvement in marine



research, of the abolition of tuition fees in Australian Universities, and of the personal pleasure we
both enioved in coiwne to what a poet with the odd name of Didhin had called this •right little light
little island".

Miss Helen Ward, us usu::l. eoneisek and wittily introduced each Scholar to H.R.H. who
presented Medals and Certificates . . , one Scholar was. for example, introduced as "believing in
optimism"". (Applause), Thereupon H.R.H- in a prepared speech stressed that they would be
ambassadors, *.poke appreciatively of Australia which, he said, regretfully, he had only briefly visited:
warned about the strength of the beer, said a few words about ""Aussies and Pommies", and then
mixed freely with them and the audience. Lord Kings Norton thanked H.R.I!., and on his departure,
we entered a bus for the occasion, drove royally to Au Jardin de Gourmets, and there dined wisely
and well, the Scholars' appetites splendid. Stuart Butler telling the story of the evening, and so,
exhausted and happy after a full, full day. to bed . . . and the ll)74 Ccrenu»n> most enjoyably over.

And so to Tok\o, and at Haneda airport to meet us, the ever-faithful "Mike" Yamaoka. the
Junko Waianabe. with the plans for the Ceremony in the Prime Minister's residence on the morrow . . .
thouch we were not clear whether it was 100 per cent certain that Mr Tanaka Kakuei would be
present.

But promptlv next dav we were ushered into a room in the Residence, with large impressionisl-
!>pe paintings, and a golden screen, and new faces everywhere. But most striking, a delightful live
Scholars, two girls and three boys, one of the girls having been up at 4 a.m. to fly to Tokyo.
They responded warmly to our welcome.

There had occurred considerable re-allocation of duties in the Ministry of Education, hence we
met the new officials involved. Present were: Mr Hiroshi Kida. Director-General, Bureau of Science
and International Affairs. Mr Shinjo Okuda, Deputy Director-General. Mr Masahiko Seki, Head.
Educational and Cultural Affairs Division of the above Bureau. W' Shigeo Miyamoto, Deputy
Head . . . an old friend, and Mototsugu (Mike) Yamaoka, Senior Specia..i., and Miss Junko Watanabe.
Programme Officer. Present also was the 1974 Escort, Dr Nobutaka ho. a Subject Specialist in the
Elementary and Secondary Education Bureau. Mr D. Sadlier, Minister from the Australian Embassy
joined us also.

A nice order of business had been planned, when, suddenly, full of his characteristic brisk energy.
Mr Tanaka swept in. and with good heart and great vigour, shook hands all round. A Scholar.
Mr Hirai, stepped forward and made (in simultaneously translated Japanese) a fluent and sincere
speech, giving thanks for the opportunity of being a chosen Scholar, and promised to use the chance
to the full, and thanked the Foundation and the Prime Minister for his part.

Mr Tanaka then presented Medals and Certificates congratulating each Scholar, shook hands
all round again, and stressed that they had been chosen on ability and merit. Asked to speak, and
this time with the translator provided. I thanked the Prime Minister, invited him during his forthcoming
visit to Australia to visit the University of Sydney if time permitted. I thanked the Ministry for the
selection process, spoke of the importance of solar energy in an energy-sensitive world, promised that
the "five" would be cared-for as if our children, and said how delightful it always was in Tokyo to
find ourselves among friends. More vigorous handshakes, and after further conversation the Prime
Minister took his departure . . . and a breezy, warm and extremely friendly Ceremony terminated as
we made our way back into the warmth of Tokyo's summer outside.

Later. His Excellency, the Australian Ambassador to Japan, Mr K. C. O. Shann, and Mrs Shann
entertained the Scholars and ourselves at a very attractive afternoon function, with four of the 1973
Scholars present, and all reporting personal progress. We said our adieux until they arrived in
Sydney; but on returning to our hotel, there were three of earlier years come especially to Tokyo to
greet us . . . one well advanced in medicine, another in the study of English, a third advanced in
communication theory, and all still appreciative of the chance accorded once of being a Science
Scholar.

There followed a delightful luncheon by Mr Kida. who showed an avid interest in Australia,
asking numerous questions about education practice, University administration, opportunities.

All Ceremonies had their own character and went well. Goodwill towards the Science Foundation
was open and expressed in the warmest terms. Lady Black and I again offer our thanks, particularly
on this occasion, since by virtue of being abroad, I was graciously permitted to attend Investiture
by Her Majesty The Queen, being created Knight Batchelor in Buckingham Palace. But that was a
private dividend received in addition to the immense pleasure of meeting and adding to our circle of
young friends 20 of the CAcellent youth of these friendly countries.



The ll)74 International Science School for High School Students H as
held HI the School oj Physics from August 26 to September S. It
comprised a course of 20 lectures tinder the general heading "Solar
t'nergi". us well ax science film screenings anil conducted lours of
the Research Departments oj the School of Physics. The distinguished
lecturer* who accepted the Foundation's imitation to participate in the
1974 Science School were: Dr N. K. Baardman, Chief Research
Scientist, Division of Plant Industry, C.S.I.R.O., Canberra; Professor
J. O'M. Boi'kris, School of Physical Sciences, Flinders University,
S.A.; Or I.. IK Duties. Chief Scientist, Amalgamated Wireless
[Australasia) Ltd, Sn'ney; Professor D. II'. George, Department
of Mechanical Envim • ig. University ofSidney; Dr R, C. Ciovanclli.
Chief of the Division of Physics. C.S.I.R.O.'. Sydney; Mr C. M.
Horwitz, Hills Plasma Physics Department, School of Physics.
University of Sydney; Dr A. 11'. D. Larkum, School of Biological
Sciences, University oj Sydney; Dr R. \'. Morse, Director, Solar
Energy Studies, C.S.I.R.O., lUclbourne, Vic.: Dr G. I. Pearman.
Division of Atmospheric Physics, C.S.I.R.O., Mordialloc. Vic;
Professor J. L. Tuck, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamo*.
A'eii' Mexico; Professor C. N. IVatson-Munro Head of the Hills
Plasma Physics Department, School of Physics, University of Sydney.

Picture above shows Professor J. L. Tuck during one of his lectures
to the scholars. Seated in the front row are: Foundation Secretary
Oscar Guth; Professor Harry Mes::el; Mr Justice Murphy, then
Australian Attorney General and Minister for Customs; Foundation
Governor John Slade and his uncle, Mr G. Herman Slade; Mrs Tuck;
and Dr John Davis, of the Chattcrton Astronomy Department of the
School of Physics, who, ot a moments notice, gave Dr R. Giovanelli's
lectures because of the hitter's inavaila'oility. Between Mr Guth and
Professor Messel can he seen Professor C. B. A. McCuskcr. Head of
the Falkiner Nuclear Department of the School of Physics. The
smaller pictures show the lecturers photographed during their lectures.
They are: (from the left, anti-clockwise) Dr R. A'. Morse. Dr J.

.Davis, Dr L. IV. Darie.i, Dr J. O'M. Bockris, Mr C. Horwit:, Dr
A. W. D. Larkum, Professor D. W. George and Dr G. I. Pearman.



()n the thi'mii'ti ot it\ Z(y>h afj'int'r\itr I the
foHihltiiitin JiWifi'if to honour in (oundei-
Jinii uii. PiLJ'LMiir /-'. AICMCL li\ cumimniuninf!
well .{rittwri Au\trtiluin /fainter I^ituis Kiihun, to
do a portrait of him. Here the portrait hang*
in tlw Council Room of ihc l-iiUttflution. Kalian
has since /)IV/I coiiimissioneil by Ik:' Vniwniiy
of Sydney 10 paint the portrait of the Chancellor,
Sir Hermann Itlack, which picture now ham's in
tlw Semite Hoom (••_/ the I 'nivenity.

TWENTIETH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

At the Twentieth Annual General Meeting of the Science Foundation for Physics held in the
Foundation's Council Room in the School of Plnsics on August 13, 1974. Mr W. M. Leonard was
re-elected Chairman for the year 1974-75. Mr J. Keith Campbell was elected Deputy Chairman
for the year. The followinc were elected Members of the Council of the Foundation for the year
1974-75': Councillor L. Arnold. Mr J. I. Dryburgh. Sir Georsie Fisher, C.M.G.. Mr T. J. N. Folcy,
C.B.E., Mr H. D. Hu\er. Mr R. J. Kirby. Mr C. W. Love, Mr J. M. Lowe. Mr P. K. MacGreuor.
Mr J. F. McNicoI. Mr F. V. Mitchell. Sir Robert Norman. Mr J. R. Slade(Mr P. H. Slade- alternative)
and Mr R. W. R. Wiltshire. Mr I. McCloy was re-appointed to be an additional Member as the
Liaison Officer between the Foundation and the School of Physics.

The ?»nate of the University of Sydney at its meeting on September 2. 1974, approved the above
appointme. >f Chairman and Members of the Council.

CHAIRMAN'S AND DIRECTOR'S REPORT

I HAVE pleasure, together with our Director, Professor Harry Messel, in presenting to you th<s
Annual Report, being the first of the second time I find myself Chairman of the Foundation. As you
will recall, my renewed election came about by the premature retirement of my predecessor,
Mr J. A. Macpherson, caused by his retirement from the Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd, a Life
Governor of our Foundation.

The year has been a busy one for the Foundation and in some respects a remarkable one. It
was the year in which the Foundation for the first time went to sea with the launching of our new
research vessel, aptly named "The Harry Messel", and it was also the year when our Foundation
took to the air by the acquisition of a light plane to help with our Environmental Physics programme
in the Northern Territory. Similarly, it was a year of expansion on the ground also, with the
establishment, within the aegis of Environmental Physics in the School of Physics, of an Energy
Research Centre under Professor C. N. Watson-Munrb. This centre has been created to add solar
energy research to the already well established Plasma Physics Research of Professor Watson-Munro's
department.

At the secondary level, our successful annual International Science Schools for High School
Students are continuing, and so, indeed, is our science textbook programme for high school students.





t.n this latter reaard, the introduction in 1975 of a new science svllalnis for the senior 5th ;>nd
6th hich school \ears have necessitated extensive revision and re-write work on our "Senior Science
for Hisih School Students" textbooks. Over the past 15 months therefore a team of authors and
editors' under the Chairmanship of Professor Mcsscl. has been busy adapting the Foundation's books
specificalh for the New South Wales muhi-straiu) course, and it is hoped that the Government
Printing Office A ill have these books read) for the start of the next school year.

Before proceeding with the more technical part of this joint report, I want to express, as usual,
my personal thanks and the thanks of the Foundation, to Professor Messel. for his continued able
guidance and leadership.

Sadly. I also have to lake this opportunity of recording here the loss of three of the greatest
supporters our Foundation has ever had through the death of our former Deputy Chairman,
Mr S. E. Chatterton; of our first (honorary) Secretary, Mr C. R. Hall: and of Sir Frank Packei,
who was the very first member of this Foundation and later one of its most distinguished Chairmen.
It would be superfluous for me to say how much this Foundation will always owe to these three men
and how deeply we regretted their passing.

UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING

Overall numbers of undergraduate physics students remain much the same as they were last year
but with a noticeable increase in our honours year—nine this year compared with only four last year.
Whether this last statistic is merely an example of the relatively large tluctuations to be expected in
small numbers, or is evidence of a reversal of the recent swing against the physical sciences, remains to
be seen. At all events we shall continue to make known to the undergraduates of our School our
views on the importance of a good training in physics, on the wide range of fields to which a physicist
can contribute, and on the personal pleasure and satisfaction to be obtained from the successful
pursuit of the subjec.

No major innovations have been introduced this year. The new- first-year physics course—
Physics I (Life Sciences)—is now in its second year. As its name implies, this course has been designed
for students whose main interest is in the non-physical sciences—students in the Faculties of Medicine,
Dentistry and Veterinary Sciences, for example, as well as Science students who intend to specialize
in the biologically-based sciences, and for whom a one-year course in Physics is deemed sufficient.
The course de-emphasizes mathematical formalism, emphasizes physical principles and applications.
Two-thirds of the lectures are presented on closed-circuit TV. Now that this new course has been
successively established, attention is being given to the course Physics IB. now taken predominantly
by physical scientists and engineers, since the transfer from it of the life scientists. Changes to this
course are now being planned and discussed and will be introduced over the next few years.

POSTGRADUATE STUDIES

The total number of postgraduate students has remained the same as last year. The School has 33
(15 on scholarships) enrolled for Ph.D. and 22 (7 on scholarships) enrolled for M.Sc.

Our Physics Fourth Year Honours class dropped to 4 in 1973 but rose to 10 in 1974. While
there has been some reduction in numbers seeking higher degrees in Physics, the quality.ef the top few
remains outstandingly high. There is growing evidence in the United States of a shortage of physicists
by 1980, and this situation could be aggravated by the energy crunch. During the year there were
some 100 inquiries received from graduates of Australian and overseas Universities interested in
working in our School for a higher degree. The standard was not high and none was accepted.

10



ENVIRONMENTAL PHYS
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equipment. These facilities made it possible to carry on the crocodile programme over the last wet
season when e\iensi\e observation;, of crocodile mating habits were made as part of the overall
biological study of the salt water crocodile.

•\s an added facility the University has acquired a Cessna 206 aircraft fitted with either wheels or
amphibious floats, and four University personnel have received pilot training. The aircraft is being
used extensively in the carriage of equipment and personnel to Maningrida and has made possible the
start of airborne tracking of crocodiles fitted with our teiemetric equipment.

Further improvements have been made in this tracking equipment, particularly in the design of
the solar-charged power supply for the transmitters, and in producing compact portable receivers.
More field testing of the equipment has been completed, one notable example being a two-month
tracking test on "Jocky". a 10 ft crocodile which unexpectedly appeared in Maningrida in late March,
and was caught and fitted with a transmitter.

The acquisition of equipment and skilled personnel to provide the Telemetry Group with a "thin-
film" microeireuit facility will place the Environmental Physics Department in an excellent position
to pursue miniaturization of designs.

A paper, reporting on the use of microwave techniques in animal tracking was presented at the
Second International Symposium on Biotelemetry in Switzerland in May.

A close-up of "Mnky" showing on in luuul the tracking
transmitter designed and constructed by the Telemetry
Group within Professor Hfesscl's Environmental Physics
Department. :
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Energy Research Centre

With the enihusia.slic support of the Vice-Chancellor, an Energy Research Centre has been
established within the University of Sydney with srto primary objective of fostering interdisciplinary
research in this general iield between Departments and Faculties. The University has set aside
SI30 000 from its General Development Grant for 1974-75 for this purpose: this has been supplemented
by substantial departmental contributions. The immediate focus has been to add solar energy
research to the already well-established plasma physics complex in physics and engineering.

In solar energy research two interdepartmental projects have heen initiated:

(1) Research by the Departments of Biology, Biochemistry and Chemical Engineering into the
conversion of plant materials and wastes into liquid and gaseous fuels by biochemical processes
such as fermentation. The biologists, under the leadership of Professor M. G. Pitman, assisted
by Dr H, Saddler, have concerned themselves with the long-term problem of energy capture and
transfer in photosynthesis. To be able to make a rational decision on the best direction for the
research, initially they are undertaking a co-ordinated study of the feasibility of a variety of
processes, e.g., where low productivity plant material can be grown: whether land or pondage
based processes are needed; what supplies of energy are needed; whether nutrients can be
recycled; possibilities of separation of high cost biochemicals: and extraction of proteins, etc.

The chemical engineers, under the leadership of Professor R. Prince and Dr "J. G. MacLennan.
will supplement these studies by examining the engineering feasibility of selected systems in more
detail in order to elucidate the conditions under which the systems might be economically
attractive in Australia, and to identify likely technology bottle-necks and barriers.

The Biochemistry Department, under the direction of Professor J. L. Still, is concerned with
the conversion of plant material into hydrogen, methane and other fuels b> fermentation. Dr Deol
has commenced a research programme on the conversion of plant wastes to methane and is
currently working at the 4 litre volume level.

(2) In Physics, under the general direction of Professor C. N. Watson-Munro, a programme has
commenced in collaboration with the Department of Mechanical Engineering. This programme
is designed to look, on a short-term basis, at the problems of converting solar energy tc low grade
heat in the approximate temperature range of 80-130" C where it can be used both commercially
and domestically for heating, cooling and drying. On a much longer term basis there is an
interest in temperatures up to 350" C for electricity generation. In the Physics School.
Dr B. Window, Dr D. McKenzie, Dr G. Harding and Dr G. Derrick (Theoretical) are
concentrating their efforts on the development of improved selective surfaces which will absorb
energy in the solar spectrum and not re-radiate it in the infrared. Selective surfaces are based
on three known mechanisms—bulk absorbers, interference stacks and mesh surfaces.

The specific aim of the group is to develop improved selective surfaces based on combinations
of the above mechanisms." The ideal selective surface should have normally the theoretical
maximum selcciivity at the working temrerature and should function in a working system for
20 years with minimum degradation. 1 he group is concerning itself primarily with an under-
standing of the physics of absorption and reflection and such important properties as diffusion,
adhesion, etc. A large electron beam coating equipment has been ordered by the University,
and four clean laboratories constructed. Heat transfer and heat loss problems will be developed
in conjunction with the Department of Mechanical Engineering.

Professor C. N. Watson-Munro is Chairman of the Steering Committee of the Energy
Research Centre, and Dr D. R. McKenzie is Scientific Secretary. The Headquarters of the Centre
are Ic ited in the Physics Building.
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THE THEORETICAL DEPARTMENT

The main programme of research of the Department at present are:

* In\estimation of theoretic;'! problem;- associated with the harnessing of solar energy. These include:

11) Ih -oreucal analysis of selective surfaces;

in) a theoretical analysis of the properties of the grid structures produced by Mr C. M. Horwiu
in Professor Watson-Munro's group, and collaboration with other experimental work in
this group:

(in) an indepth programme of obtaining reliable theoretical understanding of the properties of
organic semi-conductors in the hope of profitably directing experimental work towards
cheap direct conversion of solar energy to electricity.

* Research programmes aimed at providing a better understanding of upper atmosphere movements
and circulations. The motivation of this work lies in environmental problems of pollution of the
upper atmosphere, and particularly in the ozone layer which protects life on earth from damaging
ultraviolet radiation. This programme includes calculations of the increase in the amount of
ultraviolet radiation reaching the surface of the earth, at various latitudes and seasons, that would
result from a depletion of the ozone layer.

* Theoretical investigation of various properties of high temperature plasmas. In particular, research
is centred on the structure of magneto-hydrodynamic shock waves in plasmas and "parametric"
instabilities in plasmas. This work is in collaboration with the Plasma Physics Department in
which these problems are being studied experimentally.

* Theoretical research on nuclear structure and nuclear matter has been a major area of interest of
the Theoretical Department for many years and this interest is continuing. Work has involved
theoretical calculations of energy levels of nuclei and in advancing the theoretical understanding
of the properties of nuclear matter in general.

As reported last year Professor R. M. May. who held a personal chair in the Department, accepted
a specially created full professorship, at the University of Princeton. U.S.A. He has been replaced
by Dr G. H. Derrick. Dr Derrick obtained his Doctor of Philosophy degree from the Theoretical
Department at the University of Sydney in 1959. Since then he has worked at the University of New
South Wales, the University of Manitoba, Canada, and the University of St Andrews in Scotland.
He has achieved an international reputation in such fields as general relativity, the theory of
fundamental particles and nuclear physics. At Sydney Dr Derrick is concentrating on research work
related to theoretical problems of solar energy.

Early in the year, Dr Ian Bassett was granted leave-of-absence for 12 months and is at present
acting principal lecturer in theoretical physics at the New South Wales Institute of Technology. His
position has been replaced by B. G. Kenny as visiting senior lecturer from the Australian National
University. Dr Kenny is well known for his work in the theory of fundamental particles and in
particular in theoretical work involving quarks. He has published prolifically in this field. In the
Theoretical Department Dr Kenny is also collaborating in theoretical work, on solar energy.

Dr Neil Cramer returned early in 1974 from a profitable year spent at the Culham Laboratory
of the United Kin^om Atomic Energy Authority where he continued his work on various problems
in plasma physics. On his return he too is joining the theoretical effort in problems to do with solar
energy.
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FALKINER NUCLEAR DEPARTMENT

Since the middle of 1973 the Giant air shower Array in ihc Pilliga Forest has continued to operate
successfully. There arc two main aims in this work. The first is to examine the spectrum of high
energy cosmic rays in the 10" to I02' eV region. With -iata from 10 OCX) events available, a major
paper describing this work was published. The other main aim of the experiment is to search for
anisoironies in the arrival directions of hijh energy cosmic rays. Evidence accumulated so far by the
Pilliga Forest array shows some evidence for an anisotropy for the highest energy showers. To
confirm this we need to record many mjre high energy events. Accordingly, the geometry of the
array in the Pilliga Forest is bring changed to increase the area for such events. The'implications of
this possible anisotropy in. the field of galactic physics is far reaching and every effort must be made to
settle the question of its existence.

The large cosmic ray telescope designed to deteel "evotic" particles, which was mentioned in the
previous report, is now operational and is being "triggered" to produce data on particles which appear
lo produce unusually low ionization (and these could have fractional charge) or are travelling unusually
slowly (and thus be more massive than usual). Data collection and improvements to the equipment
are being done in parallel.

THE WILLS PLASMA PHYSICS DEPARTMENT

Professor Watson-Munro represented Australia at the 10-nation International Fusion Council
meeting held in Vienna in May. 1974. There is a growing, probably over-enthusiastic, optimism,
partly spurred by the energy "crunch", on the feasibility of fusion energy. The successful experiments
on containing hot plasma achieved by the Russians with their Tokamak machines have now been
repeated in U.S.A. and in Europe. They have encouraged not only the current construction of
S10-million experiments as the next stage, but also the engineering design of SlOO-million pre-prototype
fusion reactors to be built in the 19S0's in U.S.A., Europe, Russia and Japan.

Naturally, the Wills Department can only contribute to tasks of this magnitude with basic work
and with the training of Ph.D. students and staff who may work on the large projects overseas. At
present there are postdoctoral fellows from Sydney working in U.S.A., U.K.. France, Germany and
Switzerland on large C.T.R, projects.

The main programmes of the Plasma Physics Department in high temperature plasma physics
are as follows:

Development of methods of heating plasmas to temperatures of about 1 million °C to enable
the studies of properties of high temperature plasmas. We are currently studying this heating
by electromagnetically driven shock waves, by magneto-acoustic waves and by the injection
of radio frequency energy at the characteristic frequency that the hydrogen ion circulates
around a magnetic field line.

Studies of propagation of waves into plasmas, particularly non-linear phenomena.

Studies of high velocity plasma centrifuges for separation of isotopes. The gas plasma centrifuge
has worked well and the isotopes of neon have been successfully separated. A metal plasma
centrifuge has been constructed and experiments are in hand.

Lasers have been constructed for plasma diagnostics; the Department has now built Helium-Neon,
Carbon Dioxide, Hydrogen-Cyanide and ruby lasers. As the use of lasers spreads to industry
and other scientific fields such as medicine and biology the Department in ~easingly finds itself
acting as consultant to new users.
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THE BASSER DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

This year, Computer Science II was introduced to replace the subject Computer Science for j
students in their third >ear. Computer Science was., until l«>73. the only Computer Science subject j
available to undergraduates- |

The postgraduate Diploma in Numerical Analysis and Automatic Computing, introduced first |
in ll)59 to enable graduates in other fields to obtain formal training in computing, has been discontinued j
as courses of a similar character are now available elsewhere, and a new postgraduate diploma, the |
Diploma in Computer Science, has been introduced in its stead. Some background in con;n>>ting \
\< necessary for entry to candidature for this new diploma, which has been designed to enable j
practitioners to up-date their computing knowledge.

Undergraduate numbers continue to increase, although, because of the discontinuation of the !
Diploma in Numerical Analysis and Automatic Computing the overall position for 1974 is static. f

3

4

There is a proposal before the Faculties of Science. Economics and Arts to introduce a first year j
course in 1976. The effect of introducing this first year course is that the professional training offered |
to students wishing to enter the computer field would be a three year sequence—a move which would i
bring the University of Sydney into line with many other universities both in Australia and overseas. I

1
3
3

The project carried out in the Department by Doug Richardson on the design of a language to I
enable artists to create pictures, supported by the Australian Council for the Arts Film and Television \
Board, is now reaching finality. Some of Richardson's work formed part of an exhibition at the |
recent Queensland Festival of the Arts. I

I
The Department, in conjunction with the School of Electrical Engineering, is implementing a

ground station which will form part of a Pacific-wide satellite-based ne'.work using the NASA satellite
ATS-1. This project is being organized by a group at the University of Hawaii, and ground stations
are currently being tested in New Zealand. Japan. Alaska and California. Our communications
equipment has been purchased, and is now being assembled, and the computer to be used in conjunction
with this experimental project—a Burroughs 1726—should be available within the next few weeks.
This machine, which is an ideal one for a Computer Science department, will also be used for several
experimental projects in the fields of operating systems and lan&uaee research.

The U.K. Institution of Electrical Engineer's information retrieval system, INSPEC, which
offers on magnetic tape the most recent citations in the fields of Physics. Electrical and Control
Engineering, and Computer Science, is now operating on an experimental basis. A continuing
supply of tapes has been ordered, and should enable us. with the help of the University Computing
Centre's CYBER 72, to offer staff and students a facility for making literature searches before the end
of the year.

The University Computing Centre has now moved to its new building in Darlington, so that it
has been possible to arrange for most of the permanent members of academic staff to move into
accommodation vacated by the move. The basement space thus freed is being used to expand facilities
for student practical work on the logic of computing machines. In this connection, two small PDP-8/E
computers have been purchased, and these will be used for experimental work in communications
and control.

A new display computer, Imlac, has been installed for the use of honours and research students,
and will be connected to the University Computing Centre machine in due course. The availability
of this machine makes it possible to expand our teaching activities in the field of computer graphics.
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THE CHATTERTON ASTRONOMY DEPARTMENT

On 8th February, 1974. die Hon. W. I. Morrison. Minister of Science, visited Narnibn
Observatory. During 'his visit he discu.-iscd our proposal for an improved stellar interferometer.
There seems a good chance that we shall receive a grant towards a design study in the next Budget.

In April and May the interferometer at Narrabri was used to search for very high energy gamma-
rays in a joint programme with Harvard College Observatory and the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory in Cambridge. Massachusetts. The results are now being analysed at the Centre for
Astrophysics in Cambridge. A preliminary look at the data confirms our earlier observation that the
radio-galaxy Ccntaurus A is a source of very high energy (: — 2 x 10" cV) gamma-rays. This result
should prove lo be of considerable astrophysicai interest in the study of the compact radio and X-ray
sources which are found in the centres of some galaxies.

Following this programme we have closed the Observatory and intend to keep it intact until at
least January. 1976. We hope that before then we shall be planning a new interferometer at another
site and shall be able to decide how much of the existing installation can be profitably transferred.

THE ASTROPHYSICS DEPARTMENT

Processing of the output data from the Mills Cross radiotelescope at the Molongo Radio
Observatory is being transferred from the KDF9 computer to the new CYBER 72. This has absorbed
a very large part of the Department's efforts during the year but should lead eventually to much
faster and more reliable processing of the data. Even more significant in this respect is the acquisition
of a Nova 2/10 mini-computer which is expected to be deli%-ered within the next few weeks. This
computer, which has almost the power of the displaced KDF9, is to be installed at the Observatory
where it will be used to control the radiotelescope and process much of the data while it is emerging.
It should revolutionize the operation of the radiotelescope by providing a great increase in speed and
precision, together with possibilities of completely different types of observation. Because of these
developments and the research which has begun in conjunction with the School of Electrical Engineering
at Fleurs Radio Observatory, earlier plans for a change in operating frequency at Molongo have been
laid aside for the present. Much more now remains to be done at the present frequency of 408 MHz.

The more important "--dentine programmes are at present mainly collaborative. The Mills Cross
radiotelescope provides catalogues of radio sources including precise positions and maps, which are
then compared with optical and other radio data obtained elsesvhere. For example, in some valuable
collaboration with overseas astronomers many radio galaxies and quasars have been discovered,
some of which have remarkable and currently inexplicable characteristics. Also in a collaborative
programme completed during the ye.:, in which the CSIRO radiotelescopc at Parkes was used to provide
spectral information, the gaseous remnants of exploding stars (i.e., supernovae) have been detected
and plotted throughout the whole of the southern Milky Way. This represents a great advance on
earlier results, particularly those available in the northern hemisphere, and is very important to an
understanding of the processes taking place in the interstellar plasma.

This kind of spectral work is now being carried on at the Fleurs Radio Observatory where, in
addition, high-resolution data on radio sources is becoming increasingly available. It is also planned
to make optical observations next year using the new 150 inch Anglo-Australian Telescope, which
is accessible to all Australian astronomers. The availability of both these instruments greatly widens
the activities of the Department and must lead eventually to a decline in the collaborative programmes.
Nevertheless these have proved so valuable that every effort will be made to see that some are continued.

W. M. LEONARD
H. MESSEL
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N S.W. 20?fc.

Alcan Australia 1 til.
PO. Box 12.
Granville 2142.

Australian \hrasives !'(> Ltd.
302 Pauainalla Road. Aubun
(P.O. Box 21, Auburn 2144.)

American Travel Headquarters,
33 Bligh Street.
Sydney. 2000.

Apex Club of Broken Hill.
P.O. Box 278.
Broken Hill 2880.

A.N.2. Banking Group.
(Box 495, G.P.O.. Svdncy
2001.)

Brisbane Water Countv Council,
P.O. Box 360,
Gosford 2250.

Rcpr,«n«,h«:

Mi \ 1 .\gnevs

Mr H. W. Agnew.

Mr I . R, B,iniett.
Iccltmcal Muna^cr.

Mr I). I-. Richards.
Managing Director.

Mr Roland Mill.

The President.

Mr M. Sandow,
Chief Manager for
NSW.

County Clerk.

Commercial Bank of Australia
Ltd,

335 Collins Street.
Melbourne 3000.

Mr D. W. Stride,
General Manager, or
A, B. Jennings,
State Manager
for N.S.W.,
273 Geotge Street,
Sydney 2000.

Constable and Bain. i Mr D. N. Constable.
6-10 O'Connell Street, Sydney.
(Box 7033. G.P.O.,
Sydney 2001.)

Denison Estates Pty Ltd, . Mr R. E. Dcnison,
701 Culwulla Chambers, } Chairman of
67 Castlereagh Street, Sydney Directors.
2000. !

Grimes Garages Pty Limited Mr V. J. Chalwin,
27 Shellbank Avenue,
Crcmornc 2090.

Macieay River County Council, ! The County Clerk.
P.O. Box 224,
Kempsey 2440. i

i

The Macquarie County Council, j Chairman, Councillor
P.O. Box 374, Dubbo 2830. H. C. Ctcgg.
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Representatives:

Mr J. N. McArthur.

Associate Members (cunt.):

J, N. McArllmr,
Chairman and Managing
Director,
Karangi Mineral-, Limited,
P.O. Box 545, Coifs Harbour
2450.

Mullumbimln Municipal Council,' The Mayor.
P.O. Box ill. Miillumhimhy
2482.

Murrunibkl(?ec Count v Council,
P.O. Box 415,
Leclun 2705,

Namoi Valley Count> Council,
P.O. Box 175.
Narrabri 2390.

W, C. Penfold & Co. Pty Ltd,
88 Pitt Street,
Sydney 2000.

Selbys Scientific Ltd.
P.O. Box 121, North Rydc
2113.

Southern Mitchell County (
Council,

202-205 Russell Street,
Bathurst.
(P.O. Box 172, Bathurst 2795.)

Mr ». J, Roddy,
County Clerk.

Chairman.
Councillor N. It.
Sweetman.
Alt.: Councillor R. W.
Gar\cy.

Col. E. T. Penfold,
O.B.E., E.D.
65 York Street,
Sydney 2000.

Mr E. J. Solby.
Managing Director

Mr W. R. Hcbble-
white. Chief Electrical
Engineer.

Donors (eligible fur Membership:

Allied Mills limited,
Smith Street,
Summer Hill.
(P.O. Box 1, Summer Hill
2130.)

Bank of New South Wales,
f>0 Martin Place, Svdnev.
(Box 1, G.P.O., .Svdnev'
2001.)

Colgale-Palmolive Ply Ltd.
22 Colgate Aienue, Halmain.
(Box 3964, G.P.O., Svdnev
20UI.)

Cvclonc Companv of Australia
Ltd,

93 Cit> Road. South
Melbourne.
(Box 187. P.O., South
Melbourne 3205.)

Mr Harold Dodd.
Ch.M., F.R.C.S.,

22 Campden Hill Gate,
Duchess of Bedford Walk.
London. W8 England,

Dr and Mrs Cecil H. Green,
P.O. Box 5474,
Dallas, Texas. 75222. U.S.A.

Hunter Vallei Counts- Council,
6-10 Church Street,
Maitland.
(P.O. Box 38, Maitland 2320.)

World Travel Headquarters,
33-35 Bligh Street.
Sydney 2000.

Rtprescp'Ttites:

Mr 1 ester S Benson.
See retm>

Sir Robert Norman,
Director and Chief
General Manager.

Mr R. Koltai,
Secretary.

Mr J. D. Munm.
Managing Direcior.

Mr Harold Dodd.

Dr and Mrs Cecil H.
Green.

Chairman.
Alderman R. Brown.

Mr Frank P. Johnson,
Director.



HOW TO JOIN THE
SCIENCE

FOUNDATION

JL HE Science Foundation for Physics has three grades
of membership, all of which are open to individuals
and companies and other corporate bodies. The highest
grade of membership is that of Governor. Governors
are eligible for appointment to the Council of the
Foundation. An annual contribution of at least 54 000
is required from a Governor.

Next grade is that of Full Member. Full Members
vote at General Meetings of the Foundation, but they
are not eligible for appointments to Council. A mini-
mum annual contribution of S800 is required for full
membership, but larger amounts are most welcome.
The total number of Full Members and Governors is
limited to 100.

An unlimited number of Associate Members are
admitted to the Foundation on paying an annual
contribution of from S200 to S799. Associate Members
enjoy all the privileges of Full Membership with the
one exception that they are not able to vote at General
Meetings.

Foundation members of all grades receive the pub-
lications of the Science Foundation for Physics, in-
cluding "The Nucleus"; they are invited to attend
meetings, lectures and discussions.

All contributions tf -is Science Foundation for
Physics are allowable deductions from income for tax
purposes.

Applications and enquiries concerning membership
should be sent to:

The Secretary. Science Foundation for Physics, School
of Physics, University of Sydney., N.S.W. 2006.
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"In the conditions of modern life the rule is absolute; the

race which does not value trained intelligence is doomed. Xol

nil your heroism, not all your social charm, not all your wit, not all

tour victories on land or at sea, can move buck the finger of fate.

Today we maintain ourselves. Tomorrow science will have mow d

forward yet one more step, and there will be no appeal from the

judgment which will then be pronouced on the uneducated.'"

ALFRED NORTH WHITEHEAD. 1916.
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